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STANCE/STYLE  
(3 types generally) 

I. STAND-UP 

2. BUTTERFLY 

3. HYBRID (mixture) 

Trapper in left hand = left hand goalie 
Trapper in right hand = right hand goalie 

Straight up, basically angles based. Not often used anymore. Difficulty 
is reacting to fast changes in "lateral" attacks. 

Low crouch; legs apart more than shoulder width; deeper in net than 
normal, very reflex/reaction based. 

Use stand-up technique for challenges yet crouching to butterfly almost as 
play closes in on goal. A mixture of angle play and reflex/reaction for 
saves technique. 

Keep hand steady and torso independent of legs! Stance generally is best suited to your capabilities and limits 
of your own self! Your stance sets up how you make a save. Your positioning in front of net sets up if you 
make a save! 

SAVES SKILLS GENERAL OUTLINE 

1. BLOCKER 

2. TRAPPER 

a. Deflect puck to corner. 
b. Trapper to blocker - catch with trapper. 
c. Trapper Qn blocker - blocker stop and trapper cups puck onto 

blocker. 
d. Keep hands in front. 

a. Keep glove open all times until puck is in it! 
b. Use to control rebounds/control puck. 
c. Make catch in the hand not in the webbing only. 

Tendency otherwise is to wave if pucks. 
d. Move body as much as possible to cover behind trapper. 
e. Try keeping glove at about knee level in your stance. 
f. Keep hands in front. 	4  
g. Follow puck into glove cal  eyes. 



SAVES SKILLS (Continued) 
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3. STICK SAVE a. Push down on built up section using "trigger" hand position. 
(See also "Poke Check") b.  

c.  
d.  

e.  

Angle stick slightly towards you. 
Avoid "kicking" your stick. 
Angle stick to corners - placing skate "WI" behind causes puck to 
deflect off angled stick to the corner. 
Coordinate your shoulders and elbow to keep stick flush to ice in 
all positions. 

4. SKATE SAVE a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
e.  

Used in SPLIT SAVE or HALF SPLIT saves. 
Roll and angle skate to corner to deflect puck to corner. 
Keep shoulders up and hips "open" so you're in position to recover 
Generally, most effective on low stick side shots. 
Not often used but good rebound controller. 

5. PAD SAVE a.  
b.  
c.  

Keep as much pad behind puck, i.e. square to shot. 
Knees bent, keep shot/rebound directed away. 
PAD SAVES include - center shot pad save; 1/2 butterfly 

d.  

e.  

(i.e. 	Tretiak) save; butterfly and stack pad (pad on pad). 
Pads give off tremendous rebound. Angling of pad when possible 
directs puck to corner. 
Reflexing legs to that pad "gives" thus deadens rebound. 

6. POKE CHECK a 
b.  
c.  
d.  
e.  

f.  

g.  

Straight out/blade poke check. 
Lung pock check or desperation poke check. 
Sweep poke check. 
Aerial poke check or crisis intervention poke check. 
All basically use the stick to interfere with either the puck's or 
shooter's interventions. 
Used effectively, can render good goal scoring opportunities 
harmless because shooter has not got the puck!! 
Avoid performing "straight" poke check to "ZORO" (fencing move). 



I. IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS FOR ALL 
SITUATIONS 

A) Concentrate on the game as it develops. Focus on the job at hand. 

B) Communicate with your team, especially with the defense. Actually, to the 
point where you, the goalie, knows what your defensemen will do, as well 
as the defensemen know what the goalie will do in game situations. 

C) Stay on your feet as much as possible. If you must drop, make sure it's to 
get the puck or to effectively increase net coverage!! 

D) Work daily with your feet. Agility, balance and speed on your skates are 
essential to defend the goal in modern hockey. 

E) As often as possible, the age old rule of tat making the first move- 
holds...but today's goaler must be more agressive in a subtle way !! 

F) Simulate game situations in your mind so you need only REACT and NOT 
THINK when the play occurs. 

G) Watch for "gap control" between goalie and shooters! 
Watch for "gap control" between goalie and net! 

H) Head on a swivel: know the location of all players in 
situation - from both teams! 
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II. GAME SITUATIONS 

1) BREAKAWAY 

A) Anticipate the occurence of the breakaway by following the play as it 
develops (readiness is half the battle). 

B) The shooter has two (2) options. 
I 	Deke 
II 	Shoot 

C) 	Check location of shooter's stick and hands: 
if stick I) at side, shooter may shoot or deke 
if stick II) in front, shooter will probably deke 

D) 	Be aggressive and take your position on the j as stated in pt. "A". 

E) 	Be aware of goaler "gap" control. Take enough net away (come out of net) 
but nat tog far so as not to recover enough "net" from an eventual "deke". 

N.B. 	Coming out aggresively takes net away leaving shooter option of 
shooting at "little" net. So, expect "deke" (check your speed 
ability and shooter's speed). 

F) 	Be patient but act decisively. 

G) 	Use quick feet and poke/sweep check! 
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2) 1 ON  

A) Work with your defenseman. A defenseman rat Lisj allow shooter to gain 
the 'critical zone" (often "0" back in!, that giyal shooter advantage) 

B) Play the shooter as if defenseman fails (always anticipate the worst) - treat 
like a breakaway. 

C) Stay an your feet especially when "1 on 1" is angled (i.e. play comes in 
from wing crossing thru "critical area". 

DI If shooter gets around "D" prepare to 
I) poke/sweep check 
II) quick lateral move (T-glide knee drag!) 

E) 	Be aware of quick shot thru defenseman's feet! 



3) 2 ON I  

Next best opportunity to score after breakaway. But more common during a 
game. 

A) Always play the "shooter .' / puck carrier, reading signs for pass or shot. 

B) Challenge shooter using positron, being alert to anticipate the pass to react 
on the play. 

C) Generally, if played right, defenseman takes away passing play and 
goaltender handles the anales. "D" takes pass (then "passer"), goaler takes 
shot! 

D) If shooter is down middle, it's a "one on one" situation. 

E) Communicate with "D" and practice roles to react in unison. It's 2 on 2 
with the goaler involved. 

F) "D" takes away central zone at all times. 



A) Play puck carrier, challenging with position, again being alert for pass or 
crossing pattern of forwards, 

B) If a forward, charges net and puck carrier delays expect shot or zip in. 
Concentrate on shooter to focus on your reaction !! 

C) Defensemen have their assignments not to allow forwards to skate clear for 
a shot. Each defenseman has a forward. "0" should be aware of "crossing 
patterns" causing a 2 on 1 or breakaway situation. 

Dl 	Expect worse in these situations, by gaining quick position and remaining on 
your skates. 

0 	 0 

El 	Overload on one side causes a 2 on 1, react accordingly ! 

F) 	Be aware also of quick shot thru "0" feet! 



5) 3 ON 2 

A) Play puck carrier (often on wing), challenging with your position, 
anticipating a quick shot, but generally a pass to a player off the puck is to 
be expected. 

B) 
Pick up clues of play action from forwards puck movement and off the puck 
play!! 

C) In general, expect an overload on one defensemen: isolating that 
defensemen for a 2 on 1 scenario !! (refer to 2 on 1 situation) 

0) Defensemen have responsibilities for player coverage. Always expect 
breakdown reacting to play action by remaining on your feet as long as 
possible. Be aggresive!! Take shot away with your position and your 
defense will have their assignments better defined. 

E) 	
Taking shot away, decides for puck carrier! Often, puck carrier will pass. Be 
ready, on your toes and react to players off the puck position! 



6) flLUF T,TN'W. SHOTS  

A) Be quick and compact to move from side to side of the net 
without losing your goal position. 

B) Don't go out of the net too far, otherwise lateral movement 
takes longer (to follow blue line passes). Generally 1/2 or 
1 meter in front of crease is enough. 

C) Be solid, tough, and compact in front of the net. Keep your 
position. 	You need your space to perform. 

D) Control. rebounds. 

7) SHOTS FROM SLOT!  

A) Your net position and stance are very important! 
Anticipation and position are your defense. Reflexes can do 
a job but are secondary to good positioning. 

B) Challenge the shooter. Anticipate the play to the slot, to 
gain your position simultaneously. 

C) Position yourself 1/2 to 1 meter ahead of the crease to cut 
the angle down. Generally on "bang-bang" plays move to 
middle of net then move out! 

0) A good defense will deny the slot shooter time to fake a deke 
by "hurrying" shooter to make his shot. 

E) ALL players are responsible for rebounds. 

8 ) 	SCREEN SHOTS  

A) Your position is key. Place yourself between puck and goal. 

B) Low crouching position helps to get a glimpse of the puck 
between "forest" of the legs. Bodies are such that upper 
body covers most of net so expect puck low, most often. 

C) Anticipate "screens" by following defensive zone play action 
and player movements. 



9 ) 	FLEIIOUNDS  

A) A rebound is another chance to score!! Rebound control takes 
away that chance. 

B) In all cases, especially in practice, concentrate on max ng 
the save, when possible, detlect the puck away tram 
attackers. 

C) Goaltender is the first in the counter otfensive. when 
possible, get rebound to your teammates. 

D) If shots can't be "grabbed", deflect shot away trom "trattic" 
in front. That is, to the corners. 

10) CONCLUSIONS  

A) Before games, discuss the opposition's oftensive threats ana 
how your team, you and your coach should prepare/react. 

B) At practice, with coach and defense, discuss game situations 
and what is expected from individual when these situations 
Occur. 

C)- Goaltending is a full time job. Depending on the level of 
play, concentration and the ability to tocus throughout the 
game varies in difficulty and duration. 	In stop time, this 
lasts 2 to 2 1/2 hours, mental strength is needed as well as 
physical strength. 

0) Concentrate on the game and not yourselt. Let your game come 
out without blocking your abilities. Visualize how well 
you'll do when situations occur. ThinK positively!!! 



. INTRODUCTION 

Goaltending, as in the majority of team sports, is truly the most important 

position. Goal oriented sports that need goalkeepers, center their attention 

on the net. The goalie is the stopper. Surely the top-scorers are in the 

limelight and rightly so ... no scoring and all games would end up in a tie! 

Team sports use strategy and individual slcills. Most often, team play is the 

order of business, while the individuals create different folds .within the 

system. But these talents all hinge on consistent goaltending. Forwards "just 

miss scoring", defensemen "just miss their check' - all forgivable - but a.  
goaler "just missing" results on the scoreboards. 

The keeper is always in the "hot sear. All players have pressure but 

goaltenders don't have shift changes, can't skate "harder' and can't take a 

break Goalies are "full-time" employees. In ice hockey, the position is even 
more demanding. 

The ice hockey goalie has to contend with cumbersome equipment, quick 

play-action changes, what his defensemen will do, what the shooter does and 
proper decision malcing, just to name a few tasks. A difficult and demanding 

position that really requires 100% dedication. 
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V. 	"SKATING & THE SAVE' 



VII. SAVE SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES 
Perfect practice makes perfect.: 

• 	INTRODUCTION 

Skating skills are the basis for supporting the save in modern hockey. If you 

recall, the three elements (equipment, position and motivation) are influential 

in the save and all based on good skating skills. Remember that once the 

keeper begins to reach a good or better level of skating, the save skills also 

begin to improve. 

That's quite a bit of hockey equipment that has to be carried around while 

performing! So, as a youth's coach, be patient for the young goalie to grow 

stronger. For older or stronger keepers, conditioning and proper training will 

improve strength. But, there are no shortcuts: "saves skills" require patience 

and practice ... perfect practice - especially when learning a new skill! 

*THE BALANCE OF SAVES* 

SAVE 

a 
BALANCE OF SAVES 

It 

\ 

SKATING 
SKILLS 

TECHNIQUE 

MOTIVATION 

POSITION 

REACTION 
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The "save skill" for a goaltender refers to the skill required when reacting to 
make a save and using proper methods to achieve the best coverage with 
speed. 

Making a save doesn't only involve getting in the way of the puck! A lot can 
and does happen during play-action and the eventual shot on goal. Modern 
goaltending requires that the goaler is an active player ... the Golder must 
work the game! 

The "shot-reaction-save" is a result of many factors. Yet after the "save" there 
is a new situation: a direct effect on the following play-action! That's why it's 
not enough to "just stop pucks". The goalkeeper has a great influence on the 
game that goes further than making saves: rebound? "freeze it"? deflection? 
etc... "decision making" affects the game. 

The "save-skill", therefore, has to be a complete process: skating, setting-up, 

reaction, etc. Look back at the previous chart, you can see that the "save" is 
a delicate balance between "skating-skills" and the "tools" for making sav,es. 
When working on "save skills", remember to involve the skills and tools in a 
balanced way so that the keeper develops properly. Selection of exercises 
at best should involve the repetition of a skill reflecting a game situation. Of 
course, this may be difficult with youths. But, a long term program that 
gradually achieves that "save balance" is a matter of planning ... a plan based 
on the keeper's ability and potential. 
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• THE "MOLLS" AND HOW THEY SHOULD BE USED 

When a goaler makes a save, there are many factors influencing the goaler's 

decision. However, there are certain specific moves that are the direct result 

of the type of shot directed at the goal. The goaltender moving the trapper 

when the shot is high on the tapper side or reacting with the left skate to a 

shot low to the left side is a good result from lots of work.., moving the  
proper part to the specific shot!  

It is the shot that is between the "skald' the shot on the "seam" (between 

specific save techniques) that creates difficulty and confusion far goalies. It's 

the difference between a puck stopper and a great goalie! That's why so 

much work must be dedicated to the "save skill'. It must become a natural 
reaction. To the point, that "no thinking is required". 

All this leads to the ability of making saves on the "seam".., stopping pucks 

that are "not listed". The distinctive factor of solid goalkeeping is when the 

goaltender achieves what I like to call 'compact economy of motion' - no 
unnecessary "holes" or openings. That's solid goallceepirtg! 

So, the goaltender must always work on the fundamentals.., the basics. Before 

a goaltender expects, or can be expected to make those "BIG" saves, a lot 
of work must be dedicated to the "LITTLE" things. 
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'SAVE SELLS' can be broken down in various ways. The order chosen here 
considers equipment piece, its use and recovery to stance. "Net awareness" 
or angles will follow as a result of this work. Remember the whole process: 
it's the development of slcills based on strong skating. For any and all 
techniques, encourage "compact" activity. At the youth or the pro level, 
constant work is required to achieve and maintain "compactness". 

BERET HOW THE BREAKDOWN LOOKS LIKE; 

GLOVE SAVES: 

• Trapper 

• Blocker 

• Blocker & Trapper 

LEG SAVES: 

• Skate or 1/2  split 

• 1/2  Butterfly or "Tretiale' 

• Butterfly 

• Pad Save 

• "Stack' pad save 

STICK SAVES: 

• Central shots (no rebounds) 
• Shoulder width shots (deflect rebounds) 
• Stick checks (poke; sweep; lunge; aerial/hand) 
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• PUCK HANDLING: 

w Stick control 

• Passing 

• NET AWARENESS AND ANGLES 

a 	At post 

• Off post (angles) 

• Telescoping & gap control 

NOTE: 	Net awareness and angles" are inherent to the save skill. 

Remember from the "Save" chart, how important on ice ;position 

is to goaltending. The recovery from a "save" is also fundamental 

to good goalkeeping. The "recovery" will be discussed along with 
the save skills. 
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important. 2) When "glancing" back at the near post, make sure the "glance" 

is over the left shoulder for the left nost and over the right shoulder for the 

right post! Otherwise, the tendency is to rotate the shoulders. Consequently, 

forcing the backward skating off-line. Short side goals are often the result of 

this at the youth level. 

• GAP CONTROL & TELESCOPING 

As a coach, you have often heard about "Gap control" - that important space 

between forwards and defensemen. For goaltenders, it is perhaps the true 

meaning behind "cutting angles". The movement that occurs skating forward 

and backwards is effectively speaking, "telescoping". A note here: telescopes-

move out and in on a straight line - same for goalies! 

"TELESCOPING" as a skill is not too difficult once the skating abilities are 

strong enough - straight line; compact; balanced; stops & starts. The 

problems occur when poor decision-making gets involved. Coming out, too 

far, allows the attacking play-action to change laterally with time on the 

attackers' side. Moving out too late, gives the puck-carrier too much net and 

time to reach the net: either with a "blast" or close-in play. 

Returning too slowly also creates problems. The attackers can skate by the 

keeper, deke laterally and gain the net much quicker than the goalie who is 

slowly moving backwards to the net. 
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The "telescope" technique requires sudden and abrupt stops and starts. Time 

spent slowing down, changing from forwards to backwards and vice-versa 

is time given to the attacking play-action... a poor situation for the defending 
team. 

Finally, a slow start forward or a rushed "charge" is in favor of the shooter. 

A slow start means that the shooter can be in a favorable shooting position 
while the goalie is "skating". A rushed "charge" again means that the goaler 

is caught "skating". In both cases, the "telescoping" technique is not properly 
utilized. 

"A skating goalie is often a beaten goalie" is my adage. The skates and feet 

are busy skating or gliding forward with only one point of meeting the 

shooter - a lateral change, or quick shot or shot/rebound, the goaler is left 

scrambling. Therefore, "telescoping" is not only about sudden abrupt starts 

and stops. It is a timed decision to take away time and net from the shooter, 

giving the goaltender time and space to return to the net or move laterally to 

cover an eventual passing play-action. It all depends on the keeper's skating 
ability and decision-making. The moving-out and backing-in requires speed 
and timing: essentials for "telescoping". How far, when and where (on ice 
position) is the essence of "gap control". 

"GAP CONTROL" as mentioned earlier often refers to that space between 

shooter and defenseman. In goaltending there are two points of reference: 

1) Gap control - goaler and shooter; 2) Gap control - goaler and net! 
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When considering "angles", telescoping and gap control are what make 

angles-play an advantage for the goaltender. Telescoping must be a 

controlled technique using gap control as a skill that reveals as little net as 

possible to the shooter. Telescoping is a timed skating technique. Gap 

control is the on-ice position denying time and space to the shooter. 

(Remember as a tip for keeping a straight line, touch the near post with stick 

or hand before leaving the net). 

When considering angles, it is important to know 

that these "angles" are made up of three points: 

1) the near post; 

2) the puck; 

3) the far post. 

Statistics (from trigonometry) have shown from 

various points on the ice, that so much net is open 

to the shooter. These numbers are important and 

show precisely that: 
Celt P C TRoL 

1) the further the goaler is out towards the puck less net is available; 
2) too far out, the coverage is not much more; 

3) the further the puck from the net, the smaller the angle; 
4) wider (or farther away from center line) that the puck is, the smaller the 
angle. 
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Now, I could cite these stats but their importance, I feel are the points just 
mentioned. When keepers are in goal, trigonometry is the last thing on their 
minds! 

The four points indicate, as a whole, that the info is based on a static 
situation. If the keeper moved out or the shooter moved in, the info would be 
constantly changing. Essentially, the real information is this: too far out is a 
case of diminishing returns; not enough and the puck will blast by you! Gap  
control makes sense of it all. 

When the keeper comes out to challenge the shooter, (i.e. proper 
telescoping), the keeper must be aware of the player's speed. Can control 
between the shooter and the keeper  must be at that point where the keeper 
covers enough net (yet in position to recover the net for any lateral play-
action). Can control between the net and the keener  is that constant proper 
coverage of the net by the goaler as the goaler backs-in  to the goal... always 
challenging the shooter showing little "net" and close enough to recover the 
net. 

As the shooter approaches, the relative gap control (shooter-goaler and 
goaler-net), as the goaler backs-in, must be consistent with the net coverage. 
The attacker skates forwards faster than the keeper does backwards - yet 
proper gap-control by the keeper will show less and less net to the 
approaching shooter. In effect, cuffing the angle using telescoping and gap 
control will deny time and space to the shooter. That puts "pressure" on the 
shooter and gives an advantage to the goaler and the defense. 
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That's another form of "active input'. Aggressive positioning puts pressure on 

the shooter by showing a smaller net Pressure increases on the shooter as 
the shooter gets closer - less and less net is shown. This good gap-control 

works in favor of the keeper ( and the defense in game-situations). From 

perhaps wanting to shoot the shooter has little left to shoot at... therefore a 
pass is most probable. Basically, the shooter is placed into a trap by the 

keeper's aggressive positioning. A definite turn of events when one considers 

that the puck carrier is supposed to be in control. That is the essence of 

aggressive goaltending. Proper telescoping and good gap control gives the 

goaler and the defense an edge in an otherwise "defensive" position. 

As a coach, these concepts have to be understood. As a goaler, however; 
these must be performed! For the younger or less experienced, telescoping 

and gap control are difficult skills to develop. For the minor or major pros, 
continual practice is needed to maintain that level. 

For youths, it is important that when cutting down angles, net awareness 

begins immediately. Touching the near post with the goalie stick or the 

trapper is a good way to locate yourself as you leave the net. Young goalers 
should practice the skating skills so that the "telescoping" is true and straight. 

Coaches can watch out for this, as well. Often goalers push off the post to 

the center of the net then out towards the shooter - causing short side 

openings. Another is bobbing up and down (refer to the skating skills 

chapter). Skating backwards the goaler must be aware of the shooter and the 
goaler's gap-control. Often, young goalers skate backwards staring at the 
near post. It is important that the goaler checks the near post location, 
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and don't stare at it - it won't move. Another point for the coach and make 

sure of this: glance over the right shoulder for the right post, left shoulder for 
the left post. As the keeper gets better, usually a glance at the short side post 
is enough to assure good position. In general, young goalers should control 
about a stick length's radius around the net. 

At the major junior and pro level, another factor comes into play. Net  
awareness, at this level, means gap-control, telescoping and player 

positioning. Previously, I mentioned about "aggressive take-control" 

goaltending. The fact that the goaler and the defense are to work together, 

allows the defensive system to have one more active member - the goaler. 

That's why the goaler must be aware of players' positions during play-action: 

The result of the goaler's active input can force a change in the attack. By 

knowing the opposing players' position and their eventual positions, the 
goaler has clues necessary to anticipate these play-action changes - "head 

on a swivel" means move the head to check on other players off the Duck 

(teammates as well) ...yet don't lose sight of the player with the puck! 

When the keeper knows how the defense will react to game situations and 
vice-versa, you've achieve an integrated defensive system. To bring it all 
together, timing, positioning and common strategies (of all defenders) are 

needed. That, of course, is the coaching staffs work. But that's getting ahead 
of myself. 
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Net awareness is that tool that makes all the "saves techniques" into actual 
saves during play-action. There are techniques within techniques that can be 
utilized but perhaps left alone (i.e. give and take angle play; elevated angle 
play). The manual's efforts are to show the technical standards needed to 
work the game. Goaltending coaches and coaches can achieve the needed 

improvements when they understand their goalers strengths and limitations. 
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X DRILLS 

• INTRODUCTION 

Generally, practice is centered on skating, puck handling skills, stick-

handling skills, team play etc... The goaltenders' skills are practised passively 

- that is, most of the team's drills end up with a shot at the goalie. This, 

numerically, is correct - why work on the goaler's skills and needs when, 

generally speaking, they are 2 and the whole team numbers 20. 

However, ask most knowledgeable hockey and sports people, the 
goaltender's effective "team value" can be 60% and up! Surely, team training.  
sessions involve a lot of shots where the goaler can, and does, practice on 

his skills.., but not all of them. In fact, most practices involve "routine" 
shooting. 

The goaler's weak points are seldom tested enough. And when a chance 

situation occurs (from the drills), it is so fleeting that a goal occurs without 
the goaler learning anything! 

Let's, however, not lose scope of team sports involving goaltending! Only so 

much time is available (at amateur level); hence, practice cannot be 

dedicated wholly to the goaltending skills. Some possible solutions are 
available! 
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First of all, it is important that the keeper's weaknesses are understood 
clearly. In young goaltenders, weaknesses can be attributed to a wide range 
of reasons. (Lack of strength, fear of injury; poor equipment; "game" 
knowledge, etc.) However, when drills are set-up to work on "weak" areas, 
failure to improve can be truly discouraging. The inexperienced or young 
athlete sees that weakness in full as drills expose the inability. This is where 
a cooperative and patient coach helps the athlete improve. Weaknesses can 
be "removed" by improvement in that area by practising the proper motions 
(repetition) or by developing another skill so that the weakness is hardly ever 
exposed! However, all this is meaningless if the coaching neglects to notice 

• the goaler's receptiveness to a "weak' skill practice. 

Encouragement is required so that the goaler's confidence stays up. A 
coach's insight to the athlete's will to learn this new skill. As much as 
possible, positive re-inforcement ... avoid the "don't" or negative words. Look 
to a ratio of "3-plus's" for every "1-correction". 

I am not saying that a "babying" is required. The fact is that youngsters 
(goalers and players) get "turned off' to the game and drop it. Don't lose 
scone of the level before maldna demands. 

Practices, both on and off the ice, should reflect the level of play. Drills that 
work on team skills ending with a play-action to the goal, give the goaltender 
the opportunity to practice "game situations". Defenseman and attackers 
should play at high tempo. This increases demands on the goaler's reaction, 
speed of decision-making and overall play. 
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Play-actions, of course, reflecting game situations train the whole team. At 

times, it is not so easy to be "goaler-needs" specific. At the pro-level, practice 

time is difficult to find, what with so many games in the schedule. This means 

that specific training for keepers is even more difficult to involve during 

practices. Good coaches realize this and work practices at high tempo. This 

high speed is a preparation in itself. At times, a "one-end workout" leaves 

room for goaler specifics at the other end of the rink. If not, there is ample 

time at the end of practice to work on techniques and skills with proper drills. 

The following are a few drills that can perhaps be of interest to coaches and 

keepers. Remember, don't lose scope of the level of plak before malcing 

demands. 
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LEGEND OF SYMBOLS 

PYLON 

c.)  
t.)  BACICVVARDS 

DIRECTION 

SHUFFLE TO RIGHT 

4+44-44-1- SHUFFLE TO LEFT 

ni 	JUMP (X-OVER) 

"SAVE SKILL" (i.e. extension to right; if needed) 

"SAVE SKILL" (i.e. extension to left, if needed) 

SHOT 

o SHOOTER 

GOALER 

I 	OBSTACLE (hockey stick shaft) 

FWD-Forwards 

BVVD-Backwards 

0/WAY. Other way 

2X • twice 

B.fly • Butterfly 

DRILLS: 	Generally drills should last: 

a) 45 seconds to 1 min. 30 sec. or 
b) 2 to 3 repetitions, depending on skill level or intensity. 

Allow a ratio oil work to 2 rest (i.e. 1 min, drill and 2 min, rest; repeat) 

Increase or decrease as skill and/or strength requires. 
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1. 
MUM!: "Short Poke & Post/Net Work" 

*\ 	Notes; - At post, deflect pass (1) 
- Player then tries (2) wrap around 

at other post 
- Repeat from (3) 

2 
SKILL. "Post/Net Work.. Play Action" 

Notes: - Play action from corner & below 
circles (Pylon on ice) 

- 2 players gain net; puck carrier 
behind net passes (1) for short side 
and shot 

- Or continues for wrap around (2) 
- Or passes (3) for shot from slot 
- Goaler to work short poke, lead with 

stick for lateral move 
- Pass to slot, goaler to position in 

SHOT lane then out... 
- Continuous: i.e. next, next... repeat 

other side 

io.5 10. 5 
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SKILL.  "Telescope & Post Work' 

•N Notes: - Out from post to shot (1) 
(Save skills are coach's choice) 

- T-glide (or x-over) to far post 
for shot (2) 

- Out from post to shot (3), to far 
post shot (4) 

- Lead with stick and check for legs 
	I 

 
"thrusting" 

4 
SKILL.  "T-Dras, 

Notes: - "T-drag" legs short side pad & 
position is top of crease 

- Out from post for shot (1) (any shot/ 
skill), shooter carries puck (2) 
below pylon tying slip puck past 
goaler 

- Goaler back to post & out (3) to 
repeat at (4) 
Goaler's shoulders square to puck, 
stick between legs 

SIGLIe  '2 pad/Stack pad save" 

Notes: - "Stack pad" is square to shot, to the 
post yet close to shooter 

- Out from post, stop and make save (1) 
read pass (2) for stack pad save 

- Up, post, out and repeat from (3) for 
other side 

- Check recovery to face shooters at 
all time 



       

       

SELL:  'Lunge-Polars-Check 

Notes: - Goaler takes shot from(1) then(2) 
- Player at(1), sends soft/slow 

puck(3) 
- Challenge: between goaler & far side 

player(5) for lunge Doke check (4) 
- Recover to shot(6) and continue from 

this side 

L*_1 

 

SELL.  "Stkk Checks' 

       

Notes: - 12 pucks drill (3 pucks each side) 
(6 in shot) 

- Goaler comes out with stick hand 
extended (hold stick at butt) 

- Player tries to deke(1) & goaler 
tries to long poke puck and play 
deke 

- Recover for short poke(2) (knock 
puck to corner) 

- Back out to play deke(3)... continue 
as order of pucks show 

SKILL.  "Fast-Feet & Leg Saves" 

Notes: - Shots from(1) & (2) are low shots 
to far side 

- Shots from(3) & (4) are low shots 
to far side 

- Shot(5) is a low "5-Hole" shot 
- Saves(1), (2), (3), (4) should be 

1/2 Butterfly or skate save 
- Save(5) should be Butterfly 

c0 
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SELL:  "Wing Shot & Rebounds" 

Notes. - Puck shot from wing(1) (critical line) 
- Goaler recovers to far post for quick 

shot(2) 
- Goaler moves to play deke(3) from 

slot 
- Repeat/continue other side 

SKIL. 'Wing Shot in Net Work' 

Notes: - Wing shot(1) 
- Simulated rebound shot from(2) 

(quick feet!) 
- "Loose puck' from comer(3) to walk 

in short side(?) or wrap-around 
- Goaler to lead with stick 
- Repeat/continue other side 

I 

11 
SKILL.  'Net Work' 

Notes: - (F1) walk to front(1) of net from 
corner (short side or(?) wrap around) 

- Goaler recovers to play pass (2) 
from corner to (F1) in front 
(low shot) 

- Continuous ... (F2) walks and remains 
for pass(F3)... 
- Repeat/continue other side 

10 1 
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SKILL:  'Passing & Quick Feet 

   

reTh  

    

      

Notes- - Loose pucks behind net 8c stick 
length or more from post 

- Goaler gets puck & passes (1) then 
quick to net for shot(2) 

- Deke from slot (3); recover & pass 
(5) puck to other side for shot, then 
deke(6) from slot 

- Continue... 

  

  

      

      

       

SKML.  'Fielding/Passing & Quick Feet' 

Notes; - Puck dumped-in(1) then goaler Ca 
fields & passes puck same player 

- Goaler recovers and plays deke(3), 
recovers to play shot(4) 

- Goaler recovers & fields dumped in 
puck(5)3to continue same from this 
side 

- Continue alternating sides 
- Passes by goaler are "tape to tape" 

SKILL.  "Deke:Gap Control & Poke Check" 
Notes: - Goaler at top of crease with stick 

held at butt end (long poke) 
- Player tries to deke (not shoot) by 

goaler. Goaler tries to poke puck 
away. (1)All three pucks. Recover 
after each 

- Play-action (normal): dekes(2) from 
three pucks 

- Goaler plays position (gap control to 
take shot away) and tries long poke 
check 

- Goaler to avoid lunging at player 

/3 
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